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FALL 2022 RELEASE: SIX BOTTLE FOGARTY RED WINES SELECTION 

2019 Walker’s Nebbiolo  

Two Bottles Included 
We farm two Nebbiolo at two dramatically different sites. Gist Ranch 

Estate is just over an acre situated on heavily fractured Vacqueros 

Sandstone. High in elevation and mostly above the fog, this site 

consistently ripens this fickly variety and is the backbone our Nebbiolo 

wines. Our Winery Estate Nebbiolo is sourced from a small 0.3 acre 

hillside perched just above the Rapley Trail Vineyard. 

Our 2019 Nebbiolo does a really great job of balancing its richness and 

fruit character with soft but very dense tannins, bright acidity, and 

pretty, high-toned aromatics. Crushed cherry and strawberry jam lead 

into aromas of rosehips, hibiscus tea and alpine herbs. 

 

Member Price: $52                   Retail Price: $65 

 

2019 Rapley Trail Vineyard 'James Thomas Block' Pinot Noir 

Two Bottles Included 

The James Thomas’s Block sits just above Henry Aryton’s Block, 

moving from the bottom of the top of the Rapley Trail Vineyard. The soil 

is shallow and rocky, and the exposure lends itself to a great amount of 

wind. These factors contribute to a unique flavor profile and well-

structured wine. 

"The Rapley Trail Vineyard James Thomas Block shows the more 

refined side of this site. Like the other Rapley Pinots, there is plenty of 

structure, but here the aromatics are more effusive than Henry's. 

Chalk, white pepper, rose petal and sweet dried cherries open up 

nicely, with clean, saline underpinnings that wrap it all together."– 

Antonio Galloni, Vinous. 94 points. 

Member Price: $80                            Retail Price: $100 

 

2017 Will’s Cabin Vineyard Pinot Noir 

Two Bottles Included 

The north-west facing ridge is heavily fractured Vacqueros sandstone 

with steep slopes and awesome exposure. This is an earlier ripening 

vineyard that produces wines that are seriously structured with a wild, 

mountain character that continues to impress us. 

 

“Leather, dried strawberry and peppercorn lead into a nose loaded with 

chaparral spice of light thyme and sage on this vineyard designate. It's 

a bit shy on the palate at first, and then light cranberry and raspberry 

flavors emerge against the crushed stone and light red-flower flavors.” 

– Matt Kettman, Wine Enthusiast. 93 points. 

 

Member Price: $57.60             Retail Price: $72 

 

 

 

 

2019 Vintage 
 
The 2019 vintage will go down as 
a classic year in the Santa Cruz 
Mountains. Some unsettled 
weather in the spring resulted in 
poor flowering, lower yields in 
some blocks. The summer was 
warm, but not oppressively so- 
the lack of extreme heat events 
was a welcome change. Harvest 
began in mid-September, 
finishing up in mid to late October 
- relatively late compared to the 
recent string of early harvests. 
The wines are concentrated with 
a fine balance of structure and 
fruit intensity. Site expression 
seems amplified; low yields and 
moderate temperatures often 
lead to some of our most singular 
and terroir driven wines. 
 
2017 Vintage 
 
Record setting rains replenished 
our thirsty soils and gave our old 
vines a much needed reprieve 
from four drought stressed 
seasons. The 2017 vintage was 
another year of record setting 
heat, continuing our string of 
record setting temperatures. 
Luckily, Spring was mild and 
allowed us to set the best crop 
we have seen since 2012. A 
torrid heat spike over the labor 
day started the growing season 
with a bang and had us off and 
running at sprinter’s pace. The 
weather following was mild and 
allowed for the latest harvest we 
have seen in some time. It will go 
down as a vintage with good 
yields and potentially great 
quality. 
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